
Emergency
Solutions for

COVID-19



TD group is a prime contractor and integrator working in collaboration
with global governments and other intergovernmental organisations such
as the United Nations to provide coordinated and effective solutions to
international emergencies. Through its supply of various innovative
solutions and advanced technologies, TD Group is an international driving
force, providing contingency planning, disaster mitigation and protection.
 
Having supported both UN and global government operations to harness
the spread of past worldwide pandemics such as Ebola and SARS, TD
Group have the extensive experience necessary to assist multinational
agencies and governments in their efforts to gain greater control over the
current Corona Virus pandemic. We are in the position to support global
procurement and logistic support through field proven solutions for the
allocating, quarantining and treatment of COVID-19 infected patients.
 
TD Group will provide clients with sophisticated, state of the art thermal
camera posts to track those within the general population who are
showing signs of increased body temperature. Dedicated IsoT tents,
positive and negative pressure isolation chambers and negative pressure
stretchers can be supplied for the mobilisation and treatment of patients
carrying or suspected of carrying the COVID-19 virus. TD Group can equip
clients with fully quarantined, self sustained hospital quarters for the
treatment of patients diagnosed with the COVID-19 virus as well as all
related apparatus including face masks, protective clothing and visors. 
 



IsoT5/ IsoT8 
Negative Pressure Systems
The Iso-T series [portable\non-portable
negative pressure systems] comprises a range
of modular cleanrooms,
designed for isolation and transportation of highly
infectious and contagious patients.
The Iso-T systems fully revealed their capabilities
during the recent Ebola and Sars virus disease’s
outbreak, when they were deployed by Western
African governments in order to mitigate the
spread of the epidemic



IsoT5/ IsoT8 
Negative Pressure Systems
SPECIFICATIONS

Modular isolation units (contagious diseases). 
Negative pressure technology. 
Dimensions: 25 m2. 
Exterior-interior use. 
Optional features: Climate control system; Pressure level display.



IsoT 505™ (10 beds)
negative pressure system 
The new IsoT 505™ system by SYS
Technologies provides clean, isolated
environment. It is a modular mobile unit
for hospitalization of patients under
isolation environment. 
IsoT 505™ system uses negative air
pressure technologies to provide effective,
versatile and simple solution for creating
an isolation environment - anywhere,
anytime, by anyone. 
 



IsoT 505™ (10 beds)
negative pressure system 
SPECIFICATIONS
Construction, Roofing and built-in equipment 
 Aluminum frame with a high torque inertia for higher resistance to and HD modular connectors

Shell and roofing – aluminum frame and PVC
 Floor: Birch wood with a laminate with epoxy antibacterial laying on metal construction
Double sleeve in the treatment room to enable X-ray cassette out into the system, without contact with the interior space
Safety mirror (50*160 cm) in the antechamber
Four built frames for posters/handouts quick replacement
Medical monitor rack

 
 
 



IsoT 505™ (10 beds)
negative pressure system 
Entryway Built-in sanitation unit

Double doors
Opening door warning system

Built-in double sanitation units within the IsoT 505™
system interior, which includes separated showers,
sinks and toilets
The sanitation units made of extruded aluminum
profiles and hardened polymer material
A mapping showers including doors
Additional water drainage units with one-way valve
Guard rails for toilets
Safety mirrors over the sinks
Sealed transparent entrance door
Accessories

Negative Pressure Filtration System

Climate control system

Triple filtration system using negative air pressure
technology with prefilter, electrostatic filter and HEPA
H14 filter
More than 30 exchanges ((-12)-(-20)PA) per hour

HD mobile climate control system
(heating/cooling) with temperature controllers,
controlled by remote control (working conditions
outside 4ºc-35ºc).



IsoT 505™ (10 beds)
negative pressure system 
Chlorination system and automatic/
computerized fluid removal

Water supply system

The chlorination system automatically
directs liquids and solids to sewage
A digital controller to control chlorine
concentration
Storage tanks including mixing unit
Toilet discharge and grey wastewate

Container 1,000 liters
Average per person for 7 days
Flow pump
Synchronization pump



Full air circulation whithin the chamber, by means of a carbon filter and
blower, enables patients to remain inside long enough for a full
diagnosis and intial treatment, whilst eliminating any expulsion of
contaminated air to the outside
Rechargeable batteries allow full mobility of the units for up to 10 hours
of continuous operation
 
A fully transparent chamber, fitted with conduit sleeves to allow
diagnosisand medical treatment. Also fitted are facilities for connecting
monitoring equipment cables, ventilation tubes or intravenous drips
 
The units can accommodate patients of all ages, whether conscious,
unconscious, or on ventilation
 
Isolation chambers allow full operation of the stretcher or pediatric
bed- including height adjustment, back-rest adjustment and
trendelenburg function for CPR administration

 
Isolated stretcher



For further assistance and ordering of
products and supplies please contact the
TD Group sales department.

Sales@trinitydg.com
www.trinitydg.com

http://www.trinitydg.com/

